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Press Release

Hexaware Inaugurates a Dedicated COVID 19 Facility in Raigad (Maharashtra) To
Strengthen Medical Infrastructure
Mumbai, October 5, 2020 – Hexaware Technologies Ltd, a Leading Global IT Consulting & Digital Solutions
provider, has always been committed to improve the ecosystem and has made notable contributions to
the society at large. The human race has not experienced a global pandemic, which has seen such a wide
and far reaching impact across the globe. Guided by its CSR philosophy, the Helping Hands of Hexaware
has risen to the challenge posed by COVID 19 and has extended its support to the community around.
With an unprecedented surge in COVID 19 cases and the alarming shortfall of hospital beds to
accommodate infected patients, medical facilities are not prepared to handle the scale of a pandemic this
size. Nevertheless, over the past few months, Tier-1 & 2 cities have managed to scale up and have added
oxygen beds to their critical care facilities, however, in rural / semi-urban centers, the infrastructure is still
painfully poor.
To reach out to the people on Ground Zero, Hexaware, under its CSR initiative - Helping Hands of Hexaware
took a lead in creating a 97 bed COVID 19 ward at District Civil Hospital, Raigad (Maharashtra) which was
recently inaugurated by the Guardian minister of Maharashtra. Under this initiative, the company
supported and created the infrastructure for 44 ICU beds which would have oxygen, air supply and
ventilator supply lines and well equipped with oxygen supply lines for the balance 53 beds.
“The effort is in our commitment to reach out to the strata of society who are below the poverty line and
depend on government medical infrastructure. Under mission Ayushman Bharat, we deepen our focus and
commitment by reaching out to similar centers across the country and create facilities that provide
infrastructure which goes beyond the COVID crisis.” said Amberin Memon, Head - Corporate Social
Responsibility, Hexaware Technologies Ltd.
Hexaware has been in the forefront in providing required aid and assistance since the early stages of the
pandemic / lockdown in all cities and surrounding areas where it has its development centers. The
organization has tirelessly worked on providing 




Cooked food and Dry rations – provided cooked food to 65,000 personnel who don’t have
amenities to cook and 1-month dry rations to nearly 1650 families who are affected by the
prevalent situation in Chennai, Mumbai, Pune, Delhi and Nagpur.
Health care support (PPE kits)– provided nearly 30,000 PPE kits to the Government Hospitals in
Chennai, Mumbai, Pune and Haryana.
Police personnel safety kit – provided 20,000 police personnel safety kits in Chennai, Mumbai and
Pune.

Press Release
About Hexaware
Hexaware is the fastest growing next-generation provider of IT, BPO and consulting services. Our focus
lies on taking a leadership position in helping our clients attain customer intimacy as their competitive
advantage. Our digital offerings have helped our clients achieve operational excellence and customer
delight by ‘Powering Man Machine Collaboration.’ We are now on a journey of metamorphosing the
experiences of our customer’s customers by leveraging our industry-leading delivery and execution
model, built around the strategy— ‘AUTOMATE EVERYTHINGTM, CLOUDIFY EVERYTHINGTM, TRANSFORM
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCESTM.’ We serve customers in Banking, Financial Services, Capital Markets,
Healthcare, Insurance, Manufacturing, Retail, Education, Telecom, Hi-Tech & Professional Services (Tax,
Audit, Accounting and Legal), Travel, Transportation and Logistics. We deliver highly evolved services in
Rapid Application prototyping, development and deployment; Build, Migrate and Run Cloud solutions;
Automation-based Application support; Enterprise Solutions for digitizing the back-office; Customer
Experience Transformation; Business Intelligence & Analytics; Digital Assurance (Testing); Infrastructure
Management Services; and Business Process Services.
Hexaware services customers in over two dozen languages, from every major time zone and every major
regulatory zone. Our goal is to be the first IT services company in the world to have a 50% digital
workforce. Learn more about Hexaware at http://www.hexaware.com

Safe Harbor Statement:
Certain statements in this press release concerning our future growth prospects are forward-looking
statements, which involve a number of risks, and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ
materially from those in such forward-looking statements. The risks and uncertainties relating to these
statements include, but are not limited to, risks and uncertainties regarding fluctuations in earnings, our
ability to manage growth, intense competition in IT services including those factors which may affect our
cost advantage, wage increases in India, our ability to attract and retain highly skilled professionals, time
and cost overruns on fixed-price, fixed-time frame contracts, client concentration, restrictions on
immigration, our ability to manage our international operations, reduced demand for technology in our
key focus areas, disruptions in telecommunication networks, our ability to successfully complete and
integrate potential acquisitions, liability for damages on our service contracts, the success of the
companies in which Hexaware has made strategic investments, withdrawal of governmental fiscal
incentives, political instability, legal restrictions on raising capital or acquiring companies outside India,
and unauthorized use of our intellectual property and general economic conditions affecting our industry.
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